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Hello Subscribers

I just bought 44 shares of SPY (SPY charts and Quote) at $117.00 for the explore portfolio according to the "Auto Buy

and Sell Table" on page 31 of the August newsletter. 

This increased my explore portfolio position from 165.224 shares to 209.224 shares.  I will reinvest dividends as

before.

You have to love it when my limit orders at major resistance points hit during the day before good news moves the

prices higher!  

I am also glad I was taking profits in the explore portfolio as the markets were making highs for the year.  Now I have

plenty of funds to buy shares back at prices lower than we started the year at!

At almost the very top for this year, I took profits again to reduce my explore portfolio allocation to equities to 63%

from 68%.  Now with today's buys the portfolio is back up to 67% while the market is down over 10% from the top! 

I'll send another email about the other auto buy order that triggered and is now up a good deal since what appears to

be a major reversal.

That is why I have these limit orders to take advantage of panic selling.

For my own trading accounts, I bought 50 shares for my ROTH IRA and 50 shares for my regular IRA

More SPY Charts and Current Quote

DISCLAIMER: The information contained in this newsletter is not intended to constitute financial advice, and is not a

recommendation or solicitation to buy, sell or hold any security. This newsletter is strictly informational and

educational and is not to be construed as any kind of financial advice, investment advice or legal advice. Copyright
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Kirk Lindstrom 2011.

best regards

Kirk Lindstrom

http://kirklindstrom.com/

Editor of "Kirk Lindstrom's Investment Letter"
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